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Welcome back! 
 
It doesn’t seem a year ago when we were watching Michael Smith come from nowhere in the last few holes to 
force a play-off, and subsequent victory with an ace on the second extra hole! To see the anguish on Andy 
Exall’s face as he, yet again, had to settle for second place after leading with one to play was priceless! And 
young Adam Kelly, who thankfully finished ahead of the aging Tony, missing the 6 inch putt on the 18th for his 
place in the play-off too. Magic! 
 
Last year was too close—the top 10 finishing within 5 shots; the top 7 within only 2—and all with a just claim 
that if it wasn’t for X hole over the 126 then they would’ve won! This year, however, may sort the field out a 
little more. The introduction of dodgy quality course balls for everyone, new metal inserts in the cups, and the 
newly laid carpet may mean that the advantage those used to an older vintage previously gained may now be 
eroded. What would Tim have said if he’d been here, is anyone guess. No doubt, he’d have found something 
one way or another, depending upon who he was talking at! But, do you really care? 
 
Anyway, here’s a couple of customary pictures from last year… 

 
… not of the finalists (because it seems there isn’t a picture of them available to use) but of World Crazy Air 
Hockey Champion 2011, Peter Jones. Peter, beaten finalist in 2010 to Kevin ‘Max’ Moseley, took his revenge 
for that defeat out on Phil Exall with a monumental 7-3 victory with over a minute remaining. (Details of some 
of the planned 2012 shenanigans can be found somewhere else!) 
 
And so, on to the drivel. No doubt you’ll be expecting the Putting Predictor to reveal his (yes, you have already 
been given a clue it’s a ‘he’) thoughts on this years event. Well, I can confirm one thing, and that is there has 
been a number of persons masquerading as Mr PP, and you can be sure that the writer(s) of this particular 
article may, or may not, be one of them!  
 
So, with the new balls, I think it’s going to be an oldy this year. But who? Time to check out the form, and see 
who’ll be in the mix... 
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Michael Smith—The current British No.1, British Champion, British Open Champion and reigning World Crazy 
Golf Champion. Amongst others! Can he handle the pressure. In the past he has. But this time? Er, no. He will 
fold. But who will do the origami? 
 
Andy Exall. The nearly man. Mr. X, more of a Mr E! Why oh why hasn’t he won a major? The answer, my 
friends, has to be his decision to join team k*nt. From professor of puttology to cartoon characters, and that 
ever so sickly friendliness. If he ditches their philosophy and gets nasty, expect ‘ammer time. And a win! 
 
Sean Homer. Isn’t he a non-playing president now? 
 
Adam Kelly. Played a nice round in Portugal. Played some crap rounds in Portugal too. Cocky ****! 
 
Tony Kelly. Father of cocky ****! 
 
Brad Shepherd. I’ve said it all before. Might win. Could win. Won’t win. Not enough front. 
 
Tod McIvor. Will spend more time working out what he’s going to wear at the event and on the social 
evenings, rather than making notes on the course. Expect fawning to gain that information, incessant fawning. 
Shock horror, he could win it! 
 
Marc Chapman. It would be wrong of me to write here what I have written on my notes. Well technically it 
wouldn’t, but I suspect I’d hear from his lawyer. If he knew what one was! Anyway, it doesn’t matter who wins 
this year, as long as it’s not Marc. 
 
Scott Lancley. Likeable chap, capable of much much more than k*nt have got out of him. Join a decent club! 
 
James Rutherford. Won a major at his first attempt; only because it was at his home course. Generally finishes 
third. Expect no better this time. 
 
Pasi Aho. Would do better spending his time getting Journi to play. Now, he’d win it. 
 
Christian Fuchs. Never heard of him, and know even less other than he’s German. Could do well, if allowed.  
 
Chris Harding. More than capable of winning again. Our top tip! 
 
Peter Emmerson. Could have won in 2009; should have won in 2010. If he plays, he’ll be up the top end. 
 
Keith Kellard. A family man. So no hope. 
 
Richard Gottfried. Has had years of free advice available from the best, but yet to ask. Says it all really. 
 
Alex Pragnell. Talks a good game. A Google translation might work? 
 
John Moore. Always good to see John back. Not a hope of winning, but that’s rather beside the point! 
 
Tim Davies. Did well to get out before his star started to wane. Still a presence from afar. But whilst a shock 
return might seem likely, a sixth title would be too much to ask for this Francophile has-been. 
 
12/1 Bar 
 
Pretty accurate I think you’ll agree, but if it’s not, then I’m not The Putting Predictor. So, until next time... 
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The disclaimer bit... 

 

This is an unofficial publication, and 

whilst it may contain information 

taken from official sources, it should 

not be thought of as being 

representative of the views of the 

British Minigolf Association. 

 

Thanks to all those who have 

contributed to this issue, whether 

directly or indirectly; credit is duly 

given. I take no responsibility for 

any of the work contained herein 

being my own! 

 

For more information, visit 

worldcrazygolf.co.uk, or go via a 

m o r e  o f f i c i a l  r o u t e  a t 

minigolf.org.uk 

 

E. & O.E.  And all that! 

Facts and Stats 

Previous Results 

 

World Crazy Golf Championship 2011 

All a little close at the top end last year—five shots between the top 10, and play-offs for the top 3, places 4 & 

5, and 6 & 7. 

Previous winners: 

Prior to 2010, the competition was played over two courses—the crazy golf and the mini golf, with the final on 

the crazy. Since 2010, the competition has been played only on the crazy golf. 

  R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 Total Ave Par 

1 Michael SMITH 30 34 35 31 34 32 34 230 32.9 -22 

2 Andy EXALL 27 35 34 37 32 33 32 230 32.9 -22 

3 James RUTHERFORD 33 33 33 33 29 35 34 230 32.9 -22 

4 Adam KELLY 31 34 34 36 32 31 33 231 33.0 -21 

5 Tony KELLY 33 33 34 34 33 31 33 231 33.0 -21 

6 Scott LANCLEY 32 35 32 36 31 33 33 232 33.1 -20 

7 John McIVER 34 36 30 31 35 34 32 232 33.1 -20 

8 Pasi AHO 35 36 34 30 33 32 33 233 33.3 -19 

9 Keith KELLARD 32 33 32 34 33 37 33 234 33.4 -18 

10 Peter EMMERSON 32 34 32 31 36 35 35 235 33.6 -17 

Diff 

5 

10 

6 

5 

3 

5 

6 

6 

5 

5 

Tim DAVIES 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2008 

Chris HARDING 2007, 2010 

Keith KELLARD 2009 

MISSING IN INACTION 

Many players have come and gone over the years, but few have left a mark 

that’s lasted as long as these two. But do you know the whereabouts of these 

two ex-Minigolf Michaels? Both legends in their own right, yet neither has 

been seen for years? 

Michael King 

 

An odd sort. 

Member of 

M id lan d/ N o rt h 

MGC. Always, 

always used a 

course putter. 

Always played in 

his trademark 

grey/black jacket. Last Seen, British 

Club Championships Dorridge 2006 

Mr Michael Webb 

 

The Gentleman 

A m a t e u r . 

Former British 

number 1; 

B r i t i s h 

Champion 2004, 

and first to 

break the 

Davies/McIver stranglehold. Member 

of London MGC. Last seen British 

Masters Southend 2006. 
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Interview with Michael Smith 

The most successful British Minigolfer this side of Tim Davies! 

 

Last October, Michael Smith won his first ‘major’ Minigolf title 

by taking the World Crazy Golf title after a three way playoff 

against Andy Exall and James Rutherford. In the lead up to this 

years tournament, we caught up with Michael and asked him a 

few questions: 

 

- Last year you won your first Minigolf ‘Major’ in the World 

Crazy Golf Championship. How did it feel? 

It felt great, although my overriding emotion was shock. I could 

not believe I had won. One year on, it still hasn’t fully sunk in. 

 

- With the narrowly missing out on the British Open in 2011, 

was there more impetus to go that one step better at the World Crazies? 

Yes. I felt I had badly let myself down with rounds 6 and 7 at Sidcup and I was desperate to make up for it. Plus, 

I was starting to think that despite my consistency, I was destined to never win a major. I certainly felt a weight 

had been lifted off my shoulders when I won, even though I didn’t deserve to win. 

 

- What can you remember about those last few holes? A couple of strokes adrift on the 17th, then two aces, 

and the play-off. Did you think it wasn’t going to be your day? 

Absolutely. After I missed the ace at 16 I thought it was over. When I aced the 17th I was happy because I still 

had a chance to finish 3rd but never in my wildest dreams did I expect to fluke the 18th. It really was a 

whirlwind of emotions from happiness to relief to guilt and to the excitement of what was ahead. 

 

- Play-offs. Like them or loathe them?  

I like them when I’m watching but loathe them when I’m playing in them!  

 

- What did you spend the £1000 prize money on? 

£250 went to James as he, Andy and I had agreed to split the money £750 each way before the play-off. The 

rest of it went straight into my bank account ready for the expenses of the 2012 BMGA tour. 

 

- Where does the prestigious Castle Golf World Crazy Golf Championship Trophy sit in the Smith household? Do 

you have room for it? 

It’s in my bedroom. I’ve turned my bookcase into a trophy cabinet! 

 

- Looking at the 2012 tour results, it’s been a phenomenal year for you. It’s only Star City (2nd after a play-off) 

and the Doubles (5th) of the official BMGA events that you didn’t win. How do you do it? 

In short: I’m mentally tough, I try to learn as much as possible from each event and come back stronger next 

time, and the more I’ve won, the more confident I’ve become. And in early 2010 I was lucky enough to join the 

Kent Minigolf Club. I have become the player I have because of my friends there. Plus just because I’m calm 

and quiet most of the time, do not underestimate just how competitive I am. I detest losing and try to make 

sure it doesn’t happen too often. 

 

- You’re fairly new to the UK Minigolf scene – your debut was Star City 2010. How did you get involved, and 

what made you stay?  

Library picture of a thoughtful MS 
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Just before Christmas 2009, I was really depressed and thinking about a lot of things when I remembered a 

family holiday to South Africa from 1996. I remembered playing two amazing indoor minigolf courses in Cape 

Town and wondered whether there was anything like that in England. So I went on the internet, stumbled 

across the BMGA website and the rest is history. 

 

- How much has the quality of British Minigolf improved since then (2010)? 

It’s difficult to measure but I think there has been a big rise in quality in that time. I would say the year on year 

results from Star City and the huge improvement in scores in Europe since Marc has become GB Team 

Manager speak for themselves. 

 

- Who would you class as you’re biggest rival? 

I have several great players chasing me but I see Adam as my biggest rival. To become British number 2 at 17 is 

a phenomenal achievement. He’s talented, unbelievably competitive and he fights so hard in every event, not 

just the big ones. Off the course, I really like him and think of him as the younger brother I never had. He’s got 

a beautiful personality. But on the course he’s a nightmare to play against with the intensity he plays with. If he 

retains his passion for minigolf, it’s frightening how good he will become. My number 1 ranking is on borrowed 

time! 

 

- Difficult question this, and feel free to either not 

answer it or talk around it. Are you better than Tim 

Davies? 

I’m a little biased so I’ll leave this to more 

impartial observers. 

 

- Any tips for tackling the Crazy Golf course in 

Hastings? 

With the rebound holes likely to be more 

inconsistent with the new balls, I’d pay extra 

attention to the straight holes – such as 1, 3, 4, 12 

and 16. Also if you have a bad hole, keep calm. 

Everyone will drop shots at some stage. 

 

- Finally, will it be two in a row this year? And if not 

you for WCGC, then who? 

No player has defended the title since 2006 so the odds are against me. There are about 15 players who could 

win but after his near miss last year, I’m expecting James Rutherford to take the title. 

 

To see video of the dramatic events from last years Championship, go to: 

http://youtu.be/NYC4k6-u_3c (for the 18th hole of the final round) 

http://youtu.be/kp2Gghzs4xM (the full play-off rounds) 

http://youtu.be/jLUdl8swgqc (Michaels ace at the 2nd extra hole to win the title) 

 

Thanks to Michael Smith for his time in answering our questions. 

Oh ok, here’s a real picture of Michael—this time with the British Open trophy 
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2012 World Crazy Golf Championship Official Players Pack Summary 

After months of waiting the World Crazy Golf Championship tees off on Saturday 27th October on the Arnold 

Palmer Crazy Golf Course at Hastings seafront. This is a summary of the Official Players Pack that was sent to all 

competitors earlier in the week. 

 

TOURNAMENT FORMAT 

 

The prize fund up for grabs over the weekend is as follows; 

  

1st place: £1000 and World Crazy Golf Championship trophy 

2nd place: £750 

3rd place: £500 

4th place: £300 

5th place: £250 

6th place: £200 

 

Top Non BMGA Tour Pro: £50 

Aces Champion £50 (player outside the top 18 with the most aces) 

 

Play will tee off on Saturday 27th October at 9.30am (a rolling start with groups of three players, all starting at 

hole 1) with all players playing 4 rounds of 18 holes on the course.  

 

Sunday will consist of 2 further rounds for all players, with play scheduled to start at 10:00am (in reverse 

leader board order – i.e. the players at the foot of the leaderboard teeing off first and the top of the 

leaderboard going out in the last groups for round 5). After 6 rounds, the top 18 players qualify for the final 

round (featuring the legendary Crazy Crazy Rules with all balls in play in each group!) to decide the winner. 

 

Throughout the weekend there will be video camera crews operating on the course during play from Trans 

World Sport and Surridge Media, keen to capture all of the excitement and drama of the event for posterity!  

  

Live round by round results will be streamed on the internet from Saturday morning once the event has started 

at the following link: http://www.bmga.co.uk/2012WCGC/result.htm   
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Players remain in their groups throughout the 4 rounds on Saturday (alternating the playing order) and the tee 

off times for round 1 are listed below, along with the groups for the day. (Details correct at time of press) 

*The groups are subject to change to accommodate any last minute entries but if there are changes in the 

group line up, the Day 1 tee-off times for players will not change significantly.  

 

Players should report to the Officials Hut at the course no later than 15 minutes before their scheduled tee-off 

time. Subsequent rounds will tee-off 90 minutes after the start of your previous round. (NB timings are 

approximate.) 

 

Official timings over the tournament weekend as detailed below: 

  

Monday to Friday inclusive - course open from 9.30am to 7pm  

• Friday 26/10/12 – Free practice all day for tournament entrants. 

• Saturday 27/10/12 – Practice allowed up to 9.15am 

• Saturday 27/10/12 – 9.30am onwards – WCGC day 1 

• Saturday 27/10/12 – players can practice on Saturday afternoon once the final group have completed their 

fourth round. 

• Sunday 28/10/12 – Practice allowed up to 9:45am 

• Sunday 28/10/12 – 10:00am onwards – WCGC day 2  

 

The course is offering an excellent all day practice rate of £10 a day for all competitors (Monday to Thursday 

inclusive) – payable at reception on arrival (with free practice on the Friday 26th for all competition entrants). 

Players need to ensure that they do not hold up any of the public when practicing (the course will be open to 

the public during the week, closing only for Saturday and Sunday competition days.)  

  Player 1 Player 2 Player 3 

9.30 Michael SMITH Alan NORMAN Oli PAXTON 

9.35 Andy EXALL Richard GOTTFRIED Neil PARSONS 

9.40 James RUTHERFORD Dave GOMM Adrian PARSONS 

9.45 Adam KELLY Alastair SHAW Richard FRANKLIN 

9.50 Tony KELLY Kevin MOSELEY Bruce JEFFREY 

9.55 Scott LANCLEY Denis EXALL Jonathan GOY 

10.00 John MCIVER John MOORE Simon HONE 

10.05 Pasi AHO Chris JONES Alan FAWDEN 

10.10 Keith KELLARD Alex PRAGNELL Chris HANNIGAN 

10.15 Peter EMMERSON Will DONNELLY Harry MEDAWAR 

10.20 Olivia PROKOPOVA Dave DONNELLY Caroline BENFIELD 

10.25 Marc CHAPMAN Gareth HOLMES Stephen LANGFORD 

10.30 Sean HOMER Jon DREXLER David HARTLEY 

10.35 Chris SMITH Steve GOW Rupert CONEY 

10.40 Brad SHEPHERD Paul JOHNSON Chris JOHNS 

10.45 Trevor EXALL Brenda SMITH Owen JOHNSON 

10.50 Ruth BURKE Christian FUCHS Craig PATTERSON 

10.55 Freddie BLACKBURN-SHAW Steve STURDY James WATERHOUSE 
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Top Chris 2012 

 

This year, there are an astonishing six players 

named Chris playing in the World Crazy Golf 

Championship. 

 

But which one is the best? Take part in our poll to 

help us find out who is Top Chris 2012. Simply fill 

in the voting form and return to us. The winner 

will be declared at the end of the competition. 

 

And, to show your support for your favourite 

Chris, why not choose the same colour ball as 

your hero. You could even paint a picture of your 

idol on the ball, so that spectators can see who 

you’re gunning for and give their support too. 

* As we went to press, we’ve learnt Chris Harding has 

scratched, so is no longer eligible for the Top Chris prize! 

Top Chris 2012 

Chris Smith � 

Chris[tian] Fuchs � 

Chris Harding � 

Chris Jones � 

Chris Hannigan � 

Chris Johns � 

Use this form to vote in the poll. 

Simple tick your choice and return to 

us. 

When hell gets full, the dead shall walk the streets of Hastings! 

 

Hastings is well known as having its own Microculture. And nothing highlights this 

more than the weekly events of strange phenomena that could all be straight from 

the pages of The Fortean Times (see issue 237 as a prime example.) 

 

And of course, nothing brings them out like All Hallows’ Eve. But, as the dead have no 

concept of time anymore, they are rumoured to be ready to rise early on Saturday. 

 

Be prepared to see the zombies lurch along the promenade heading for the Old Town 

at some point during the afternoon. 

 

For more details, you’d do well to avoid the following links: 

http://www.facebook.com/HastingsZombieWalk 

http://www.hastingszombiewalk.co.uk/ 

 

Health and Safety 

 

Although not known as one of the more dangerous 

sports, Minigolf does have its fair share of hazards that 

can give rise to serious player injury. 

 

Of course, the weather is a constant threat; many a 

player has returned home after shooting a 46 in the 

blazing sun, only to find their head, arms and legs have 

been fried. And in Hastings, there is often more than just 

water that rains down on the 

players! 

 

But, there are two predators that 

you should keep a watchful eye out 

for. Firstly, the seagulls—known to 

many a player as a thief; stealing 

not only a ball from the course, but 

also your cheese and ham roll 

bought from the café next door. 

 

 

And second, the wasp (of which 

there are over 100,000 species). 

These bastards specifically target 

minigolfers—the last reported 

BMGA wasp attack was when 

Paul ‘Johnson Paul Johnson’ 

Johnson got stang off a wasp in 

Dorridge.  

 

Players should bee on the lookout for the last of the 

season’s pests! 

Thief 

Bastard 
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It’s all about the balls 

 

So, the powers that be have decreed that this year we will be 

using a different type of course ball in the Crazies. Basically, 

what I believe has happened is that all the old balls became so 

well worn (NB. Remember not to mention Anthony here, and 

his ball from last year!) they had to be replaced. The cheap 

option was sought (they did just pay £million to rebuild the 

Pirate course after all), and these inferior quality replacements 

acquired. What it means, however, for those of us that have 

been using the same ball for a number of years – on loan from 

Hastings Adventure Golf, on the proviso it returns home at 

least once a year – is that we must change. But to what? 

 

So, for you good people of this years championship, an intrepid band of minigolfers 

headed down to Hastings to get the lowdown on these new balls, and to get a bit of 

a head start on the rest of the field! 

 

So, basics –  

• There are six colours available: red, yellow, orange, green, pink, blue 

• Most are not round 

• They bounce less than the old ones 

• They weigh less 

• Most of the blue balls are actually purple 

 

Test 1—Scoring 

 

Simple test this one. Play some rounds (in this case a staggering 12 rounds with 

each ball, to see which fare the best. Answer—Orange. Most consistent, albeit 

second worst—Green. Most aces—Orange (40) 

 

Test 2—Weight 

 

Put them on the scales. Although to be honest, that was more difficult than it sounds. We did try some 

standard (non-digital) kitchen scales, but the accuracy wasn’t that great. So, we took a trip to the local 

supermarket and used theirs! And my, were they good. Problem was that because Tesco don’t sell minigolf 

balls (yet!) we had to choose the nearest equivalent. Which in this case happened to be plums. Did you know 

 Colour R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 R11 R12 Total Diff Ave 

1 Orange 32 37 36 40 37 32 37 32 32 32 33 40 420 8 35.00 

2 Yellow 40 40 35 36 33 34 32 36 36 37 32 33 424 8 35.33 

3 Red 36 34 36 33 37 38 35 33 37 37 35 36 427 5 35.58 

4 Pink 36 39 33 35 34 34 37 36 33 38 37 35 427 6 35.58 

5 Green 37 38 36 38 37 38 36 37 39 36 35 37 444 4 37.00 

6 Blue 40 33 33 35 39 41 36 39 37 37 40 40 450 8 37.50 

Winning balls 

 

The four previous winners 

have used three different 

colour balls: 

 

Tim—Orange 

Chris—Blue 

Keith—Red 

Michael—Red 

 

Orange—5 wins 

Blue—2 wins 

Red—2 wins 

 

There is, unfortunately, no 

data available on the 

losers’ balls! 
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that a minigolf balls weighs approximately the same weight as three and a half plums? You do now. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anyway, basically all minigolf balls weigh approximately the same weight—1½oz. The difference comes when 

you measure in grams. There is a difference of 14g between colours, with red by far the heaviest and pink the 

lightest. This is also a good reason why you shouldn’t trust the French! 

 

Test 3—Roundness 

 

Next, we had a go at testing the roundness of the balls. Usually you’d need 

a proper gauge to measure such things; a hole to put the balls into to see 

how tight they fit! But, due in part to the fact that these balls are not a 

standard size; the fact we didn’t actually have any sort of gauge anyway, 

and because it would be difficult to make our own, we had to improvise 

and use a compass (the sort you use in technical drawing, rather than the 

type you use for navigation) and our eyes. 

 

Well, it seems that most colours were equal in their unequalness. Sizes ranged between 42mm and 46mm 

(approx.) and the biggest variance we found was in a blue ball. 

 

Test 4—Speed; and 

Test 5—Bounce 

 

These two tests were conducted at the same time, because we couldn’t think of a better way to do them. I 

suspect that there are probably hundreds of tests that you could perform, so feel free to recreate your own 

and e-mail us the results. 

 

So for this test, we rolled the balls down our homemade, chipboard and MDF slope against a wall and simply 

measured which ball hit the wall first, and which bounced the furthest. Of 

course, if we’d thought about it at the time, we may have measured the 

size/depth, and counted the number of dimples on the balls as this may 

have made a difference. We didn’t, so it doesn’t matter. 

 

Anyway, red balls rolled the fastest and green bounced the most. This, of 

course, is only a perceived result. Gravity, inertia and friction ensure that 

all balls should behave in the exact same way. They don’t, of course, and 

the tests showed this. 

 

The table is in alphabetical order, with the best results highlighted in that rather horrible green!  

 Colour g 

1 Yellow 56 

2 Green 49 

3 Red 47 

4 Blue 46 

5 Orange 44 

6 Pink 42 

 Colour Min Max 

1 Green 42 43 

2 Yellow 43 44 

3 Orange 43 45 

4 Red 42 44 

5 Pink 43 45 

6 Blue 43 46 

Not Minigolf Balls 

Colour Time Bounce 

Blue 4.7s 21cm 

Green 4.5s 26cm 

Orange 4.8s 21cm 

Pink 4.6s 19cm 

Red 4.3s 25cm 

Yellow 4.6s 18cm 
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Blaggers guide to minigolf balls 

 

Red balls run faster 

Yellow balls are heavier 

Blue balls are least round 

Green balls bounce more 

Yellow balls are the nicest colour 

Pink balls taste nicest! 

 

Thanks to everyone who helped 

in the testing of the balls this 

year. Better luck next time to 

everyone else.  

And now we’re getting onto the important tests 

 

Test 6—Nicest colour 

 

We took a straw poll of people on the course at the time. There were none, so we had to ask some other 

people. Of the 10 we asked (it was only a straw poll after all), four voted for the yellow ball as the best. Next 

best was 2 votes for green, blue and orange. Pink and red didn’t get any votes. Shame! Not sure how yellow 

won the vote though! 

 

Test 7—Taste test 

 

Lick the balls! The general consensus was that if you ignored (nay, forgot) the fact that the balls ended up 

covered in saliva, then the pink balls were the best taste. Blue balls (the bluer ones rather than the purpler 

ones) were a bit earthy! 

 

Final Test—The Anthony Pope's sandability index 

 

As every good minigolfer knows, you don’t need dimples on a minigolf ball. Why? Well, we don’t need to hit 

the damn thing in the air, do we! And to get better control on the ball, the ball should have more contact 

with—surface; putter; border etc. Also, dimples cause the ball to wobble slightly as it rolls. Not good. 

 

But of course, we have to use these bloody things this year. But, in honour of events in the 2011 tournament, 

we decided to test whether, and how well, we could sand the balls smooth. So out came the sander; into the 

vice went the balls, and off came the skin from my fingers! 

 

To be honest, I got a bit fed up with doing this, but I did get most off the 

covering off a yellow ball before I gave up. So, this test produced no results, 

but I think you can all agree that we have been thorough enough to allow you 

all to decide on which ball 

colour to choose. 

 

But, just to be sure, here is a 

summary: 

 

A Bosch PDA-180-E detail sander 
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Welcome to  

Hastings everyone. 

I’m going to make a 

little speech! 

How it always starts. Sean makes a speech 

...the speech goes on... 

...and don’t play 

your ball into 

the little metal 

cup! And did I 

mention how 

Wolves were 

robbed in the 

1981 FA Cup 

semi-final…  

...and on... 

...let me just check my 

notes! 

...Derek Dougan, 

Andy  G ray , 

Emlyn Hughes, 

BillY Wright... 

...and on... 

...And that’s the 

groups. Have a jolly 

good time and let 

me win this year. I 

suppose you can go 

and play now. 

...until finally. 

How to win the World Crazy Golf Championship 
a story in photos 
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Some players are confused! 

Some try talking to their equipment 

“You must only go 

in the hole after 

the second shot, 

you naughty ball!” 

It’s important, if you want to win, to have a good set of notes that you understand. 

It all starts on the first. Oh for an ace... 

Get in the 

******* hole 

you ******* 

**** of a ball! 

Errr. Play the third 

scrabble, next to 

the German’s feet, 

and allow for the 

19th rebound. 

Make sure the ball goes under the wheel 

CLANG! 

Arse! 

Grrr! Who said 

Smith was better 

than me! 

I’ve absolutely no idea who this is! 
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MONKISH Live @ The Tubman Sat 27 October 2012 

 

And why not come along to The Tubman in Old Hastings on 

Saturday evening where the mighty Monkish will be playing 

a benefit gig to fund Brad’s stay in Hastings. 

 

Following rave reviews of their album (copies still available 

at a bargain price of £4.99 delivered), you can see them 

perform their full 12 song repertoire. And you never know, 

Brad may have actually written something new. 

 

For full details, ask Brad Shepherd himself. Although you’ll 

probably get a better answer from Chris Jones!  

 

www.facebook.com/monkishpunk 

In Hastings, it normally rains a little. 

If you’re really lucky, you may end up in a 

group with Alan! 

It normally all goes wrong for Andy near the end. Oliva will win the “Person with the 

name Oliva Prokapova” award. 

Ted will try to sell you his book; and be 

otherwise generally annoying. 

And Michael will win! 

Or something like that! 
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Special thanks as ever to the good people at Hastings Adventure Golf, our hosts for the weekend, for putting 

up with us rabble and kindly allowing us the use of the Crazy Golf course. Be sure to come back and visit them 

before next year. 

 

And, thanks to the BMGA, who, not only put up with my mocking them in this “publication”, but actually allow 

me to play. One day, I may actually win this thing! 

 

Come visit them at http://www.minigolf.org.uk Join up—membership is free! 

 

And finally, thanks to all those who have played over the years, without whom none of this would be possible. 

 

And remember, it doesn’t matter who wins, so long as it’s not Marc! 

Shenanigans 

 

Calling all tatters, ratters and sharks. Come and join us at the Old 

Town Amusements after the first days play of the World Crazy Golf 

Championship for the third annual World Crazies £2 Tat challenge. 

 

Last year saw an 

extraordinarily 

large “field” of 

26 competitors 

battle it out for 

the winner-

takes-all bag of 

t a t .  P a u l 

‘Johnson Paul 

J o h n s o n ’ 

Johnson, the 

2010 champion, 

relinquished his 

crown to newcomer Polly. But is she good enough to 

go home with the bag of crap again?  

 

Full details will be given on the day, but be prepared 

for the call, and bring your £2. 

 

Following the Tat challenge will be the 2012 World 

Crazies Air Hockey Championship. Can Peter ‘The 

Crazy Aced Assassin’ Jones take time off from the busy 

Five Star schedule to defend his title? Who knows! 

Squire Gottfried calls the competitors to arms 

Paul ‘Johnson Paul Johnson’ Johnson, and “Polly” 

The tatters, the ratters and the sharks 


